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THE  METALLURGY  OF GOLD.
At the Simmer and .Jack Proprietary Mines, where the mill contains 280 stamps, there are live clean-up pans 361- inches in diameter by 131 inches deep.1
On the Eand, " the tailing from pans, barrel and batea, and the poorer sand is fed to the clean-up tube mill, which is the final clean-up grinding machine, and through which all tailing obtained during the clean-up should be finally passed." 2 The clean-up tube mill is a miniature tube mill,3 about 6 feet long and 4 feet in diameter, fed by hand. The outflow passes over a small shaking amalgamated plate, and thence to a settling box. The overflow from the box is slime, which is treated with cyanide in a small air agitation vat (Fig. 91 ),4 and thence after decantation to the ordinary cyanide slime plant.
The position from which the greater part of the gold is obtained in a cleanup varies according to the ore and the method of treatment. In California from 50 to 80 per cent, of the gold saved is caught on the single plate inside
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Fiji;. 90.    Kuox Pan.
the battery, the remainder being caught on the outside plates and the sluice plates, or being contained in the concentrate. In the Grass Valley, at the Original Empire and the North Star Mills, from 70 to 85 per cent, was caught inside the battery. The amalgam from the battery plates is usually richer than that from the outside plates, especially if the gold is coarse. The reason for this is that coarse gold, being easily amalgamable, is almost all caught on the inside plates, while fine gold, even if amalgamated in the battery, forms a more fluid amalgam which passes through the screens and is caught outside. For the same reason, amalgam from near the top of the tables is richer
1  John YateH, Afeliitturyiwit, JKnyiiietriny oti the Hand (181)8), p. 47,
2  Smart, Rand AfetaUurf/ical Practice, vol. i, p. 88.
3  Sec below, Chap. x. * Smart, for. cit.

